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his compositions, in practically every genre he cultivated (and he cultivated all of them), have been
maintained in an unbroken performing tradition from his time to wolfgang amadeus mozart (1756-1791) phoenix symphony - wolfgang amadeus mozart (1756-1791) born: 1756 (salzburg, austria) died: 1791
(vienna, austria) mozart was a child prodigy, and is one of the greatest musicians in history. because he was
born into a family of musicians, mozart and his sister nannerl showed incredible talent early on. their mozart
requiem - louisvilleorchestra - wolfgang amadeus mozart (baptized johannes chrysostomus wolfgangus
theophilus mozart) (1756 -1791) was born in salzburg, austria on january 27, 1756 to leopold mozart and his
wife, anna maria pertl.leopold was a suc-cessful composer, violinist and assistant concertmaster at the
salzburg court. la clemenza di tito wolfgang amadeus mozart - gone out of fashion when mozart
manipulated the formality of the genre to his own ends with la clemenza di tito. the result is an opera
appreciated for its unique elegance and for mozart’s unquenchable humanity, which transcends any limitations
of genre. the creators the music of wolfgang amadeus mozart (1756–1791), a prolific composer in wolfgang
amadeus mozart don giovanni - metopera - wolfgang amadeus mozart (1756–1791) was the son of a
salzburg court musician and composer, leopold, who was also his principal teacher and exhibited him as a
musical prodigy throughout europe. his achievements in opera, in terms of beauty, vocal challenge, and
dramatic insight, remain unsurpassed, and his wolfgang amadeus mozart - making music fun - wolfgang
amadeus mozart austrian composer (1756-1791) wolfgang amadeus mozart was born to leopold and anna
maria pertl mozart in 1756 in what is now salzburg, austria. his father leopold mozart was a choir master, a
minor composer and an experienced teacher. when mozart's sister nannerl was seven she began keyboard
lessons with her father while the
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